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I. WITNESS QUALIFICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE 1 

Q1. Please state your name and address. 2 

A. My name is Paul R. Herbert.  My business address is 207 Senate Avenue, 3 

Camp Hill, Pennsylvania. 4 

Q2. By whom are you employed? 5 

A. I am employed by Gannett Fleming, Inc. 6 

Q3. Please describe your position with Gannett Fleming, Inc. and briefly 7 

state your general duties and responsibilities. 8 

A. I am President of the Valuation and Rate Division.  My duties and 9 

responsibilities include the preparation of accounting and financial data for 10 

revenue requirement and cash working capital claims, the allocation of 11 

cost of service to customer classifications, and the design of customer 12 

rates in support of public utility rate filings. 13 

Q4. Have you presented testimony in rate proceedings before a 14 

regulatory agency? 15 

A. Yes.  I have testified before the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission, 16 

the New Jersey Board of Public Utilities, the Public Utilities Commission of 17 

Ohio, the Public Service Commission of West Virginia, the Kentucky 18 

Public Service Commission, the Iowa State Utilities Board, the Virginia 19 

State Corporation Commission, the Missouri Public Service Commission, 20 

the New Mexico Public Regulation Commission, the Public Utilities 21 

Commission of the State of California, the Illinois Commerce Commission, 22 
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the Delaware Public Service Commission, the Arizona Corporation 23 

Commission, the Connecticut Department of Public Utility Control, the 24 

Idaho Public Utilities Commission, and the Tennessee Regulatory 25 

Authority, concerning revenue requirements, cost of service allocation, 26 

rate design and cash working capital claims.  A list of cases in which I 27 

have testified is attached to my testimony as Appendix A. 28 

Q5. What is your educational background? 29 

A. I have a Bachelor of Science Degree in Finance from the Pennsylvania 30 

State University, University Park, Pennsylvania. 31 

Q6. Would you please describe your professional affiliations? 32 

A. I am a member of the American Water Works Association and serve as a 33 

member of the Management Committee for the Pennsylvania Section.  I 34 

am also a member of the Pennsylvania Municipal Authorities Association.  35 

In 1998, I became a member of the National Association of Water 36 

Companies as well as a member of its Rates and Revenue Committee. 37 

Q7. Briefly describe your work experience. 38 

A. I joined the Valuation Division of Gannett Fleming Corddry and Carpenter, 39 

Inc., predecessor to Gannett Fleming, Inc., in September 1977, as a 40 

Junior Rate Analyst.  Since then, I advanced through several positions 41 

and was assigned the position of Manager of Rate Studies on July 1, 42 

1990.  On June 1, 1994, I was promoted to Vice President and to Senior 43 

Vice President in November 2003.  On July 1, 2007, I was promoted to my 44 

current position as President of the Valuation and Rate Division. 45 
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While attending Penn State, I was employed during the summers of 46 

1972, 1973 and 1974 by the United Telephone System - Eastern Group in 47 

its accounting department.  Upon graduation from college in 1975, I was 48 

employed by Herbert Associates, Inc., Consulting Engineers (now Herbert 49 

Rowland and Grubic, Inc.), as a field office manager until September 50 

1977. 51 

Q8. What is the purpose of your testimony in this proceeding? 52 

A. The purpose of my testimony in this case is to discuss the cost of service 53 

studies (COSS) prepared using capacity factors developed in the direct 54 

demand study prepared by Black & Veatch, and proposals for rate design 55 

based on the results of the COSS.  The COSS is attached hereto as 56 

IAWC Exhibit 11.01, and includes Schedules A through F for each rate 57 

area. 58 

Q9. Was IAWC Exhibit 11.01 prepared by you or under your direction and 59 

supervision? 60 

A. Yes. 61 

II. COST OF SERVICE ALLOCATION 62 

Q10. Briefly describe the purpose of the COSS. 63 

A. The COSS allocates the rate area specific cost of service, which is the 64 

total proposed revenue requirement, for rate area water or wastewater 65 

operations as determined by the Company, to the customer classifications 66 

in each rate area.  The rate areas for which cost allocation studies were 67 

prepared include Zone 1 combined with Chicago Metro Water, Lincoln, 68 
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Pekin, and Chicago Metro Wastewater.  Additional cost allocation studies 69 

showing Zone 1 and the Chicago Metro Water rate area on a stand alone 70 

basis are also provided. 71 

In the COSS, the rate area specific costs were allocated to the 72 

residential, commercial (including large commercial), industrial (including 73 

large industrial and competitive industrial), other public authorities 74 

(including large public authorities), sales for resale (including large sales 75 

for resale), private fire protection and public fire protection classifications 76 

in accordance with generally accepted principles and procedures.  The 77 

COSS results in indications of the relative cost responsibilities of each 78 

class of customers in each rate area.  The allocated cost of service is one 79 

of several criteria appropriate for consideration in designing customer 80 

rates to produce the required revenues.  The results of the allocation of 81 

the rate area specific cost of service for the test year ended September 82 

30, 2013, and customer rates which produce the allowable revenue 83 

requirements, are presented in the studies. 84 

Q11. Please describe the method of cost allocation that was used in the 85 

COSS. 86 

A. The methodology is the same as that approved by the Commission for use 87 

in IAWC’s 2008 rate investigation (Docket 08-0463) in its October 15, 88 

2008 Order and in IAWC’s last rate case, Docket 09-0319.  That method is 89 

the base-extra capacity method, as described in 2000 and prior Water 90 

Rates Manuals published by the American Water Works Association 91 
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(AWWA).  Base-extra capacity is a recognized method for allocating the 92 

cost of providing water service to customer classifications in proportion to 93 

the classifications’ use of the commodity, facilities, and services.  It is 94 

generally accepted as a sound method for allocating the cost of water 95 

service and was used by the Company in previous cases. 96 

Q12. Please describe the procedures followed in the COSS. 97 

A. Each identified classification of cost in the cost allocation study for a given 98 

rate area was allocated to the customer classifications through the use of 99 

appropriate factors.  These allocations are presented in Schedule B of 100 

Exhibit 11.01 for each cost allocation study.  The items of cost, which 101 

include operation and maintenance expenses, depreciation expense, 102 

taxes and income available for return, are identified in column 1 of 103 

Schedule B.  The cost of each item, shown in column 3, is allocated to the 104 

several customer classifications based on allocation factors referenced in 105 

column 2.  The development of the allocation factors is presented in 106 

Schedule C of IAWC Exhibit 11.01.  I will use some of the larger cost 107 

items to illustrate the principles and considerations used in the cost 108 

allocation methodology. 109 

Purchased water, purchased electric power, treatment chemicals 110 

and waste disposal are examples of costs that tend to vary with the 111 

amount of water consumed and are thus considered base costs.  They are 112 

allocated to the several customer classifications in direct proportion to the 113 
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average daily consumption of those classifications through the use of 114 

Factor 1.  The development of Factor 1 is shown in Schedule C. 115 

Other source of supply, water treatment and transmission costs are 116 

associated with meeting usage requirements in excess of the average, 117 

generally to meet maximum day requirements.  Costs of this nature were 118 

allocated to customer classifications partially as base costs, proportional 119 

to average daily consumption, partially as maximum day extra capacity 120 

costs, in proportion to maximum day extra capacity, and, in the case of 121 

certain pumping stations and transmission mains, partially as fire 122 

protection costs, through the use of Factors 2 and 3.  The development of 123 

the allocation factors, referenced as Factors 2 and 3, is shown in 124 

Schedule C. 125 

Costs associated with storage facilities and the capital costs of 126 

distribution mains were allocated partly on the basis of average 127 

consumption and partly on the basis of maximum hour extra demand, 128 

including the demand for fire protection service, because these facilities 129 

are designed to meet maximum hour and fire demand requirements.  The 130 

development of the factors, referenced as Factors 4 and 5, used for these 131 

allocations is shown in Schedule C. 132 

Fire demand costs were allocated to public and private fire 133 

protection service in proportion to the relative potential demands on the 134 

system by public fire hydrants and private service lines as presented in 135 

Schedule D of IAWC Exhibit 11.01. 136 
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Costs associated with pumping facilities and the operation and 137 

maintenance of mains were allocated on combined bases of maximum 138 

day and maximum hour extra capacity because these facilities serve both 139 

functions.  For pumping facilities, the relative weightings of Factor 2 140 

(maximum day), Factor 3 (maximum day and fire) and Factor 4 (maximum 141 

hour) were based on the horsepower of pumps serving maximum day, 142 

maximum day and fire and maximum hour functions.  The development of 143 

this weighted factor is referenced as Factor 6. 144 

For operation and maintenance of mains, the relative weightings of 145 

Factor 3 (maximum day and fire) and Factor 4 (maximum hour) were 146 

based on the inch-feet of transmission and distribution mains.  Generally 147 

for cost allocation purposes, mains larger than 10-inch were classified as 148 

serving a transmission function and mains 10-inch and smaller were 149 

classified as serving a distribution function.  The development of this 150 

weighted factor is referenced as Factor 7. 151 

Costs associated with meters were allocated to customer 152 

classifications in proportion to the meter equivalents of the sizes and 153 

quantities of meters serving each classification.  The development of the 154 

factor for meters is referenced as Factor 9.  Factor 10, Allocation of 155 

Services, was developed in a similar manner as Factor 9, except that the 156 

service equivalents were used in order to weight the number of services 157 

by classification.  Costs associated with public fire hydrants were assigned 158 

directly to the public fire protection class (Factor 8). 159 
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Uncollectible accounts are allocated based on Factor 20. The 160 

allocation factors are based on the net charge offs by class by district. 161 

Costs for customer accounting, billing and collecting were allocated 162 

on the basis of the number of customers or number of bills for Lincoln, 163 

Zone 1 and Chicago Metro Combined and Zone 1 stand alone (which bill 164 

some of their customers bi-monthly) for each classification, and costs for 165 

meter reading were allocated on the basis of metered customers or 166 

metered bills.  The development of these factors is referenced as Factor 167 

13 and Factor 14. 168 

Administrative and general costs were allocated on the basis of 169 

allocated direct costs, excluding those costs such as purchased water, 170 

power, chemicals and waste disposal, which require little administrative 171 

and general expense.  The development of the factor is referenced as 172 

Factor 15.  Cash working capital, an item of rate base, was allocated on 173 

the basis of allocated direct costs, including purchased water, power, 174 

chemicals and waste disposal since these items would effect the 175 

calculation of cash working capital.  The development of the factor is 176 

referenced as Factor 15A. 177 

Annual depreciation accruals were allocated on the basis of the 178 

function of the facilities represented by the depreciation expense for each 179 

depreciable plant account.  The original cost less depreciation of utility 180 

plant in service was similarly allocated for the purpose of developing 181 

factors, referenced as Factor 18, for allocating items such as income taxes 182 
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and return.  The development of Factor 18 is presented on the last three 183 

pages of Schedule C. 184 

Factors 15, 15A and 18, as well as Factors 11 in Zone 1 combined 185 

with Chicago Metro and Zone 1 Stand alone, 12, 16, 17 and 19, are 186 

composite allocation factors.  These factors are based on the result of 187 

allocating other costs and are computed internally in the cost allocation 188 

program.  Refer to Schedule C for a description of the bases for each 189 

composite allocation factor. 190 

Q13. What was the source of the total cost of service data set forth in 191 

column 3 of Schedule B of IAWC Exhibit 11.01? 192 

A. The cost of service data furnished by the Company is based on the 193 

Proposed Revenue Requirement.   194 

Q14. For Schedule C of IAWC Exhibit 11.01, explain the source of the 195 

system maximum day and maximum hour ratios used in the 196 

development of factors referenced as Factors 2, 3 and 4. 197 

A. These demand ratios  were obtained from  Table 3-5 of the Demand Study 198 

Report prepared by B&V, which sets out demand ratios (capacity factors) 199 

developed through a direct measurement study.  The study is discussed in 200 

more detail by IAWC witness Mr. Kaiser (IAWC Ex. 3.00).  The Demand 201 

Study Report is attached as a supporting work paper to IAWC’s Schedule 202 

E-6,  pursuant to 83 Ill. Adm. Code § 285.5305(c)(2)(B).   203 

Q15. Please describe the use of demand ratios that are not specifically 204 

shown onTable 3-5 of the Demand Study Report. 205 
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A. For certain customers in Zone 1 and CM in the, Large Industrial, 206 

Competitive Industrial, Large Commercial and Large Other Water Utility 207 

classes, data collected from the B&V study was supplemented by monthly 208 

billing data in order to determine the overall demand ratio for the class.  209 

Q16. Please explain the allocation of small mains in certain rate areas. 210 

A. Factor 4, used to allocate distribution mains, was modified to exclude 211 

consumption for customers on the large user tariffs and sales for resale 212 

customers in Chicago Metro Water, Zone 1 and for the combined Zone 1 213 

with Chicago Metro.  This was done to recognize that certain large and 214 

competitive industrial customers, large commercial, large other public 215 

authorities, and sales for resale customers are connected directly to the 216 

transmission system and do not benefit from the smaller distribution 217 

mains. 218 

Q17. How was this adjustment accomplished? 219 

A. In Chicago Metro Water, the sales for resale customer class test year 220 

consumption was excluded from the basis of developing Factor 4. 221 

In Zone 1 all large industrial, competitive industrial, large other 222 

public authority, sales for resale customers, and large sales for resale 223 

customers, are served from the transmission system and, therefore, were 224 

excluded from Factor 4.  For the combined Zone 1 and Chicago Metro 225 

Water study, the same customers excluded in the stand alone studies 226 

were excluded in the combined study. 227 

Q18.  Have you summarized the results of the COSS? 228 
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A. Yes.  The results are summarized in columns 1, 2 and 3 of Schedule A of 229 

IAWC Exhibit 11.01 for each rate area.  Column 2 sets forth the total 230 

allocated pro forma cost of service as of September 30, 2013, for each 231 

customer classification identified in Column 1.  Column 3 presents each 232 

customer classification’s cost responsibility as a percent of the total cost. 233 

Q19. Have you compared these cost responsibilities with the 234 

proportionate revenue under existing rates for each customer 235 

classification? 236 

A. Yes.  A comparison of the allocated cost responsibilities and the 237 

percentage revenue under existing rates for each district can be made by 238 

comparing columns 3 and 5 of Schedule A of IAWC Exhibit 11.01.   239 

III. CUSTOMER RATE DESIGN 240 

Q20. Please summarize the rate design considerations IAWC has reviewed 241 

for this proceeding. 242 

A. The rate design considerations included: 243 

1. Merging of Chicago Metro (CM) and Zone 1 for non-244 
production related costs in continuation of moving rate areas 245 
towards single tariff pricing (“STP”). 246 

2. Increase customer charges to recover a greater portion of 247 
customer costs for each rate area through the customer 248 
charge. 249 

3. Maintain separate rate structures for Pekin and Lincoln.  250 
4. Establish the cost to provide public fire service for each 251 

municipality or fire district based on the cost of service 252 
allocation studies within each rate area. 253 

5. For the Chicago Metro Wastewater District – determination 254 
of the appropriate unit rate for collection and treatment 255 
customers and collection-only customers using less than 256 
1,000 gallons per month.  257 
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Q21. What is the general basis for the Company’s proposed rate design? 258 

A. The Company’s proposed rate design continues the basic existing rate 259 

structure that includes a customer charge which varies by meter size and 260 

a single consumption block for residential customers and multiple 261 

declining block rates for non-residential customers.  Generally, rates were 262 

designed to move revenues more in-line with cost of service indicators 263 

without necessarily moving all the way to cost of service.  This was done 264 

primarily to avoid drastic shifts in revenues based on the results of the 265 

direct demand study, which captured data for only one year (IAWC will 266 

continue to collect data for two more years).  Also, certain classes’ 267 

proposed revenue exceeds the cost of service level in order to make up 268 

for those classes on contract or competitive rates that cannot be increased 269 

to recover their full cost of service. 270 

Q22. Were there alternative rate designs considered? 271 

A. For comparative purposes, the Company has provided cost of service 272 

studies and associated rate designs for Zone 1 and CM on a stand alone 273 

basis.  However; the Company is proposing the rate design that 274 

consolidates the Zone 1 and CM rates by equalizing the non-production 275 

costs. 276 

Q23. What is your recommendation with respect to customer charges? 277 

A. Customer charges are designed to recover the fixed customer costs 278 

associated with servicing customers without regard to the quantity of water 279 

used.  Such costs include operation and maintenance expenses related to 280 
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meters and services as well as the depreciation expense and return and 281 

taxes on meters and services investment.  Also included in customer costs 282 

are expenses related to meter reading, customer billing and accounting 283 

and other customer service related functions.  An allocable portion of 284 

administrative and general expenses are also included in customer costs. 285 

Q24. Did you prepare an analysis of customer costs? 286 

A. Yes.  Based on an analysis of customer costs shown on Schedule E of the 287 

COSS, I recommend an $18.00 per month customer charge for 5/8-inch 288 

meters for Zone 1 and Pekin which is a $3.50, or 24.1%, increase over the 289 

existing $14.50 5/8-inch charge.  All other customer charges for the larger 290 

meter sizes were increased the same 24.1%.  CM customer charges are 291 

equalized with Zone 1 except for the 5/8-inch charge which I propose to 292 

increase from $13.50 per month to $17.00 per month, in order to mitigate 293 

the effect of the increase on low volume users.   294 

 Customer charges for Lincoln were also equalized with Zone 1 295 

except for the 5/8-inch charge, which was increased from $10.50 per 296 

month to $14.50.  For South Beloit, the customer charges were increased 297 

to the present Zone 1 customer charges. 298 

Q25. Please describe the consumption rates for South Beloit, Pekin, and 299 

Lincoln. 300 

A. For South Beloit, the consumption rates continue to be linked to the Zone 301 

1 rates, less the cost of purchased water.  The current rate for purchased 302 

water is $1.13 per ccf.  This amount is subtracted from the Zone 1 303 
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consumption rate so that the consumption part of the bill is equal to Zone 304 

1 after the South Beloit purchased water is added.  Bills for South Beloit 305 

will still remain lower than Zone 1 because of the lower customer charge. 306 

For Pekin and Lincoln, the existing consumption rates were 307 

increased in order to move revenues more in line with the cost of service 308 

indicators. In Lincoln, the third block rate for OPA was eliminated so that 309 

the second block rate will apply for all usage exceeding the first block.  310 

This was done in order to move OPA revenues toward cost of service 311 

which could not be accomplished with the non-residential rate structure.   312 

Q26. Please explain how you developed the Zone 1 and Chicago Metro 313 

(CM) consumption rates. 314 

A. The goal for the combined Zone 1 and CM rate design was to develop the 315 

same rate for non-production costs for both Zone 1 and CM customers.  316 

That is, the costs to deliver water (transmission and distribution) are to be 317 

the same for all Zone 1 and CM areas.  Removing production costs to 318 

develop a common non-production cost recognizes the operational 319 

differences between CM and Zone 1, in that CM is supplied primarily by 320 

purchased Lake Michigan water, and Zone 1 ‘s source of supply is surface 321 

and groundwater produced by IAWC.  The production costs are then 322 

added back for Zone 1 only. 323 

In order to determine the non-production unit costs, the unit costs 324 

associated with the production of water (source of supply, treatment and 325 

high service pumping) were determined for the combined Zone 1 and CM 326 
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service areas, as presented in IAWC Exhibit No. 11.02.  The unit 327 

production costs were determined to be $1.3748 per ccf.  This was 328 

deducted from the proposed Zone 1 stand alone rate resulting in the non-329 

production (ie, transmission and distribution) rate .  The non-production 330 

rate is then applied to both Zone 1 and CM to create a uniform non-331 

production charge.  A uniform amount per ccf is added back to make up 332 

for the lost revenue  in CM to determine the CM Rate.  For Zone 1, the 333 

unit production costs are added back to determine the total Zone 1 rate as 334 

demonstrated in the table below. 335 

    Zone 1     CM 

Zone 1 Stand Alone Rate $4.1572  
Less: Unit Production   1.3748  

Non-Production Unit Cost   2.7824 $2.7824  
Add: Amt for CM Rev. Loss     0.1174   0.1174 

Total CM Rate   2.8998  $2.8998 per ccf 

Add back Unit Production   1.3748 

 

 

Total Zone 1 Rate $4.2746 per ccf 

 

 

 336 

Q27. What is the proposed rate for the Chicago Well and Chicago 337 

Moreland areas? 338 

A. Since Chicago Well area has their own supply, I set their rates equal to 339 

Zone 1.  Chicago Moreland was set equal to Chicago Lake rates. 340 

Q28. What do you recommend for Private Fire Protection rates? 341 

A. Generally, the private fire revenues do not sufficiently recover the cost of 342 

providing private fire protection.  Therefore, I recommend increasing 343 
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private fire rates in all districts to move revenue toward the cost of 344 

providing service. 345 

Q29. Please explain the rates for Public Fire Protection. 346 

A. For each district, public fire hydrant rates were developed based on the 347 

cost of service in each district.  The fire hydrant rate rates were used to 348 

determine the total public fire revenues required by each municipality 349 

based on the number of hydrants.  The public fire revenue will be 350 

recovered from each customer based on the number of customers by 351 

meter size for each municipality. 352 

Q30. How were the rates determined for Zone 1 and Chicago Metro on a 353 

stand alone basis? 354 

A. Separate cost of service studies were prepared for Zone 1 and Chicago 355 

Metro on a stand alone basis.  Zone 1 rates were designed to move 356 

toward cost of service on a stand alone basis and use the same proposed 357 

customer charges with slightly lower consumption rates.   358 

For Chicago Metro on a stand alone basis, the proposed customer 359 

charges are equal to the Zone 1 present rates with higher consumption 360 

rates to recover the CM cost of service on a stand alone basis. 361 

Q31. Have you examined application of demand charges for non-362 

residential customers? 363 

A. Yes.  As IAWC witness Mr. Kerckhove explains, in the prior rate case the 364 

Commission approved IAWC’s proposal to implement demand metering 365 

for certain customers, such as wholesale and some large industrial 366 
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customers.  As also noted by the Commission, IAWC agreed to propose, 367 

based on the results of such a study, demand charges for those 368 

customers where appropriate in its next rate case. As part of iAWC’s 369 

demand charge review, I developed an example of a demand charge-370 

based rate structure using the cost of service analysis for Zone 1 Industrial 371 

customers.  The analysis and example rate design is presented in Exhibit 372 

No. 11.03.  The exhibit shows the calculation of the demand charge and 373 

the application of the demand charge rate structure to a typical customer 374 

and compares the demand charge billing to the same usage on the 375 

regular tariff rate.  Generally, a customer that has a lower peak factor than 376 

the average customer will have a lower bill and a customer with a higher 377 

peak factor than average will have a higher bill.   378 

Q32. Are you proposing to implement a demand-based rate structure in 379 

this case? 380 

A. Not at this time.  Based on discussions with the Company, there is limited 381 

confidence in the reliability of the interval metering data that is required to 382 

monitor customers on a daily basis and then use the data for billing 383 

purposes.. The monitoring of data has worked well for the demand study 384 

but for demand billing purposes, the reliability is not where it needs to be 385 

at this time.  Thus, because the Company has not yet determined that the 386 

reliability and availability of adequate demand metering technology 387 

support demand charges, I would not recommend that demand rates be 388 

implemented at this time. 389 
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Q33. Please explain the rate design proposed for Chicago Metro 390 

Wastewater. 391 

A. The rate design for Chicago Metro - Wastewater relied upon the results of 392 

the cost of service allocation presented in IAWC Exhibit 11.01.  The cost 393 

allocation shows the cost of service attributable to Collection Only 394 

customers, Collection and Treatment customers, and Treatment Only 395 

customers.  The cost allocation results show that under the allowed rates 396 

in the last case, the Collection Only customers are contributing revenues 397 

in excess of their costs and the Collection and Treatment and Treatment 398 

Only customers are contributing revenues far less than their costs.   399 

 The proposed rate design continues to realign the revenues with 400 

the cost of service.  For Collection Only customers, the proposed rates 401 

were left unchanged from existing rates (consisting of a fixed charge and a 402 

single block consumption charge).  The residential fixed charge for 403 

Collection Only customers includes an allowance of 1.33 ccf or 1,000 404 

gallons.   405 

For Collection and Treatment customers, the proposed rates 406 

continue to move toward the cost for providing such service and also 407 

include a fixed charge, a single-block consumption charge for residential 408 

and a two-block consumption charge for non-residential.  The residential 409 

fixed charge also includes an allowance of 1.33 ccf or 1,000 gallons.   410 

For Treatment Only (wholesale) customers, the Tinley Park flat rate 411 

of $38.38 per Tinley Park user per month was based on the difference 412 
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between an average collection and treatment bill and an average 413 

collection only bill.  The Tinley Park West monthly flat fee, covering a 414 

multi-unit development, was set at one-half of the Tinley Park rate or 415 

$19.19 per unit per month, in accordance with the agreement between 416 

IAWC and Tinley Park. 417 

Q34. Does this complete your testimony at this time? 418 

A. Yes, it does. 419 


